Kapiʻolani Community College
Commencement 2015

Kūlia i ka Nuʻu
Strive for the Highest!

• Is a gathering place where Hawai‘i’s cultural diversity is celebrated, championed and reflected in the curriculum, pedagogy, support services and activities, students, faculty, staff, and administration.

• Is a nurturing workplace of choice for strong and caring faculty, staff, and administrators committed to effective communication and shared vision, values, mission, and responsibilities.

• Strives to provide the highest quality education and training for Hawai‘i’s people.

• Provides open access, and promotes students’ progress, learning and success with low tuition and high quality instructional programs, student development and support services, and selective areas of excellence and emphasis.

• Prepares students to meet rigorous associate and baccalaureate requirements and personal enrichment goals by offering a high quality liberal arts and other articulated transfer programs.

• Delivers high quality 21st century career programs that prepare students for rigorous employment standards and to meet critical workforce immediate and long-term needs and contribute to a diversifying state economy.

• Prepares students for lives of ethical and social responsibility by offering opportunities for increased service-learning and community engagement.

• Leads locally, regionally, nationally and internationally in the development of integrated international education through global collaborations.

• Uses human, physical, technological and financial resources effectively and efficiently to achieve ambitious educational goals and generate a solid return on the public’s investment for a sustainable future.

• Builds partnerships within the University and with other educational, governmental, business and non-profit organizations to support improved lifelong learning.

• Uses ongoing cycles of planning, best practice research, budgeting, implementation, assessment, and evaluation to drive continuous program and institutional development.
Dear Kapi‘olani Community College Graduates,

William Jennings Bryan is quoted as saying, "Destiny is no matter of chance. It is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."

Today, you have achieved a mighty first step in fulfilling your destiny. You’ve worked hard, sometimes under extremely difficult circumstances but you have prevailed. I am proud of you, proud of the family and friends that cheered you on, proud of the people who mentored you, proud of the faculty who inspired you, and thankful that you called Kapi‘olani Community College your ‘ohana.

Now, you are opening another door with another set of choices. Don’t be afraid to take a leap of faith and see where you land. You have been equipped with a new set of skills and experiences. Let what you have learned guide you to places beyond your imagination. Queen Kapi‘olani’s motto is, "Kūlia i ka Nu‘ u", which is "strive for the highest". May your graduation be the beginning of a bright future for you where you continue to strive to be the best you can be.

Congratulations!

~~~

Leon Richards
Chancellor
MESSAGE FROM MAYOR KIRK CALDWELL

Aloha. I am pleased to congratulate the 2015 graduating class of Kapiolani Community College on this very special milestone in your lives. I join you, your family, parents, spouses, friends, and the faculty and staff of Kapiolani Community College in celebrating your accomplishment.

Your decision to seek a post secondary education was a wise one, as it will present more opportunities for you. The more education you obtain, the more doors you will open. For many of you, the choice to continue your education was challenging, and the path to this commencement daunting. You may have juggled work and a family while cramming for exams and rushing to your classes. I congratulate all of you for making the right choice, and for having the perseverance and commitment to seeing it through.

Mahalo to the dedicated faculty of Kapiolani Community College, where Hawaii’s cultural diversity is celebrated, championed, and reflected in its curriculum, support services, activities, and administration. Our community college system just commemorated its 50th anniversary, and through excellence in education, community leadership, and training, contributes to a diversifying state economy by preparing students to meet a critical and dynamic workforce.

As you turn the page to another chapter in your life, ready to transform your hard work and dreams into reality, may you remember the words of Eleanor Roosevelt: “The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

On behalf of the people of the City and County of Honolulu, I extend best wishes and amazing dreams to all of you.

Kirk Caldwell
A Message from Governor David Y. Ige and Lieutenant Governor Shan S. Tsutsui
Presented to
Kapiʻolani Community College Graduates

On behalf of the people of the State of Hawai‘i, we congratulate you on being awarded your degree by Kapiʻolani Community College.

We commend you for investing in your future by pursuing a higher education and obtaining your degree. This degree signifies commitment, sacrifice and hard work. You are now on your path to success and can meet every challenge and opportunity with your unique set of talents.

We look forward to witnessing your contributions toward shaping the future of our state, nation and global communities with your skill and determination.

Congratulations. We wish you all the best in your future endeavors.

Sincerely,

DAVID Y. IGE
Governor
State of Hawai‘i

SHAN S. TSUTSUI
Lieutenant Governor
State of Hawai‘i
Dear graduates,

Congratulations on your accomplishments. You did it!

Today marks the completion of your degree or certificate at Kapi‘olani Community College, but it’s certainly not the end of your learning. After all, the ceremony is called “Commencement,” which means “beginning.” Today also marks the beginning of the next chapter of your life, where you will continue to learn and grow in your chosen profession and in your personal life.

It is customary to offer words of advice in commencement addresses. So here goes. We encourage you to find your passion, to find the work that energizes you. The majority of your waking hours for the next 30 years may be spent doing this work, so finding a fulfilling career is super important. Working hard is super important, too. In the words of one great entrepreneur, Vidal Sassoon: “The only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary.”

Enjoy this day with your family and friends. You’ve earned it! Remember that you will always be part of the Kapi‘olani Community College ‘ohana and that KCC will always be your home.

Louise Pagotto
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Brenda Ivelisse
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Liberal Arts Graduates,
Please accept my congratulation as you graduate this evening! Commencement is a time to recognize and celebrate your achievements with friends and loved ones. It marks the time when you “commence” on the next steps of your life. Whether you choose to immediately pursue a career or continue towards a four-year degree, I am confident that you now have the knowledge and skills to succeed.

After you graduate from Kapi‘olani and leave our beautiful campus, I encourage you to work hard to make a difference in your family, make a difference in your community and make a difference in the world. We expect great things from you. Again, please accept my congratulations!

Me ke aloha pumehana,
Charles S. Sasaki
Dean – Arts & Sciences Academic Programs

Aloha Graduates,
I want to offer my heartfelt congratulations to our 2015 Kapi‘olani Community College graduates. I also want to acknowledge the family and friends of our graduates who have no doubt played a supportive role in the accomplishments of our graduates. My hope for you is that you continue to engage, learn, and achieve your dreams for the future… and always be true to yourself and your family! In the words of the great philosopher Dr. Seuss… "Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind."

John L Richards, CEC, CCA, CWPC, MBA
CTE Dean
Culinary, Hospitality, Business, Legal & Technology

Dear Health Sciences and Nursing Graduates,
As you walk across the stage today and graduate as a healthcare professional, you become a member of the team of healthcare champions within your family and community.

As a healthcare champion you can improve the health of people living in Hawai‘i and beyond by becoming an advocate for change in the way you think about health. The critical need is to change the way we think, live and practice our skills from the treatment of diseases to prevention of illness becoming a disease.

You can be that change as you join the healthcare workforce by helping to stop the development of some of the top preventable diseases – lung disease, heart disease, stroke, cancer, and morbid obesity.

Congratulations on successfully completing your healthcare program and for choosing to be of service to others. You now have the skills and knowledge to be the healthcare champions for a healthier world.

Aloha,
Patricia O’Hagan
Dean, Health Academic Programs
Commencement Program

Greetings from the Mistress of Ceremonies - Louise Pagotto, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Prelude (Audience will rise for the processional and remain standing for the National Anthem and State Anthem)

‘Oli - Led by Kumu Nāwa‘a Napoleon and Kapi‘olani Community College Faculty

‘Oli Holo (A Chant to Set Sail) - Led by the students of the Hawaiian Studies Program

Processional “Pomp and Circumstance”

“Star Spangled Banner” - performed by KCC Music Student Helena Bohannan

“Hawaii Pono‘i” - performed by KCC Music Student Helena Bohannan

College Welcome - by Leon Richards, Chancellor, Kapi‘olani Community College

Presentation of 2014 Teaching Awards - by Board of Regents

Co-Valedictorian Speaker - Luu Tran, Associate of Science in Culinary Arts

Recognition of Outstanding Scholars - Class of 2014-2015 - by Louise Pagotto

• Valedictorians (Wearing white stoles)
• Kapi‘olani Scholars (Wearing gold and blue cords)
• Phi Theta Kappa Honors Graduates (Wearing gold stoles and gold tassels)
• Veterans (Wearing red, white, and blue cords)

Presentation of the Class of 2014-2015

Presentation of Degree and Certificates - by Chancellor Leon Richards and Program Deans

Closing Remarks by emcee - Louise Pagotto, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Recessional

(Audience is requested to rise and remain standing until the last graduate leaves the stage)

Name Readers: Colette Higgins, David Nawa’a Napoleon, Veronica Ogata, Charles Sasaki

Graduation Marshals: Ana Bravo, Brandon Chun, Thomas No’eau Keopuhiwa, Mark Kunimune, Dr. Jaclyn Lindo, Shannon Sakamoto
In partnership with the Paul S. Honda International Center, the Korea Tourism College (KTC) International Pathway and Partnership program allows KTC students the opportunity to enroll into Kapi‘olani Hospitality & Tourism courses while receiving transfer credits applicable towards their Associate in Science degree with either a concentration in Hospitality Operations Management or Travel & Tourism Operations Management.

The following KTC/KCC students are the first to complete the international pathway and partnership program between the two institutions. Kapi‘olani would like to celebrate their accomplishments and acknowledge this unique partnership with KTC in advancing international education efforts in new directions.

Paul Jun, Associate in Science Hospitality and Tourism, Hospitality Operations Management

Jiseon Lee, Associate in Science Hospitality and Tourism, Travel and Tourism Operations Management

Jia Song, Associate in Science Hospitality and Tourism, Hospitality Operations Management
Students graduating with a 4.0 grade point average, as of the Fall 2014 semester, have completed rich and challenging programs of study while maintaining the highest possible grades. Many have also been involved in campus organizations, internships, and special college projects. These students graduate as valedictorians, among the highest accolades that Kapi‘olani Community College bestows upon its graduates. The following have achieved this exceptional distinction:

Elaine Ordinado Aquino, Associate in Science Hospitality and Tourism  
Eric M. Caldwell, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Kathy H. Chung, Associate in Science Hospitality and Tourism  
Megan Ashley Coburn, Associate in Science Paralegal  
Wendy Duffin Fisher, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Rebecca Ann Governale, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Katrin Hanson, Associate in Science Physical Therapist Assistant  
Peishan He, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Elizabeth Cinta Hirschi, Associate in Science, Physical Therapist Assistant  
Laura J. Hubbs, Associate in Science Physical Therapist Assistant  
Desiree K. Jale, Associate in Science Accounting  
Janessa A Kaneshiro, Associate in Science Natural Science  
Tiffany W.J. Kugiya, Associate in Science Physical Therapist Assistant  
Tiffany Lee Lieu, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Scott T. Miyahira, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Cassandra Song, Associate in Science New Media Arts  
Kaoru Nakasako Stein, Associate in Arts Liberal Arts  
Cindy T. Sugai, Associate in Science Culinary Arts  
Luu Phuong Thi Tran, Associate in Science Culinary Arts  
Raymond Vincent C. Velasco, Associate in Science Nursing  
Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan, Associate in Science Culinary Arts

Kapi‘olani Scholars

Students in the Honors Curriculum Program who have successfully completed two honors courses (earning a ‘B’ or better in both) and have maintained a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher, graduate as Kapi‘olani Scholars. The following have achieved this distinction:

Andrea Marianne F. Cadelina  
Fu Hua Chu  
Boosipji Ha  
Liqi Huang  
Renko Kuroka  
Christina Lewis  
Mollye Lewis  
Pamela Nichole Lyke  
Melanie Maier  
Ara Melinda Gonzales Manalang  
Michelle Marks  
David Ochiai  
Regino Ojano III  
Manami Ozawa  
An Quach  
Raychel Tanudra  
Oscar Tomas  
Harolyn Vicks  
Gabrielle Ward  
Wing YinLuk
ARTS & SCIENCES ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

**Associate in Arts**
- Liberal Arts
  - with a concentration in Art
  - with a concentration in Business
  - with a concentration in Education
- Hawaiian Studies

**Associate in Science**
- Educational Paraprofessional: Second Language Teaching
- Certificate of Completion – Educational Paraprofessional: Second Language Teaching

- Natural Science Computer Science
- Natural Science Engineering
- Natural Science Life Science
- Natural Science Physical Science
- Certificate of Achievement - Biotechnician

- New Media Arts Animation
- New Media Arts Interface Design

**Academic Subject Certificate**
- Asian Studies
- International Studies

**BUSINESS, LEGAL, AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS**

**Associate in Science – Accounting**
- Certificate of Achievement – Accounting
- Certificate of Completion – Payroll Preparer
- Certificate of Completion – Tax Preparer

**Associate in Science – Information Technology**
- Advanced Professional Certificate – Information Technology
- Certificate of Achievement - Information Technology
- Certificate of Completion – Database Administration
- Certificate of Completion – Help Desk Services
- Certificate of Completion – Programming

**Associate in Science – Paralegal**
- Certificate of Completion – Legal Secretary

**Associate in Science – Marketing**
- Certificate of Achievement – Retail Management
- Certificate of Competence – Management
- Certificate of Competence – Retailing
- Certificate of Completion – Customer Service

- Certificate of Competence – Entrepreneurship

**CULINARY INSTITUTE OF THE PACIFIC PROGRAMS**

**Associate in Science – Culinary Arts**
- with a Concentration in Culinary Arts
- Advanced Professional Certificate – Culinary Management
- Certificate of Achievement – Culinary Arts
- Certificate of Completion – Culinary Arts
- Certificate of Completion – Culinary Competition
- Certificate of Completion – Dining Room Service

**Associate in Science – Culinary Arts with a Concentration in Pastry Arts**
- Certificate of Completion – Pastry Arts

**Associate in Science – Culinary Arts with a Concentration in Institutional Food Service Management**

**HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM PROGRAMS**

**Associate in Science in Hospitality and Tourism with a concentration in Hospitality Operations Management**
- Certificate of Achievement – Hospitality Operations Management
- Certificate of Completion – Hospitality Operations Management

**Associate in Science in Hospitality and Tourism with a concentration in Travel and Tourism**
- Certificate of Achievement – Travel and Tourism
- Certificate of Competence - Principles of Sustainable Tourism
- Certificate of Completion - Travel and Tourism

**EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PROGRAMS**

**Associate in Science – Mobile Intensive Care Technician, Emergency Medical Services**
- Certificate of Achievement – Mobile Intensive Care Technician, Emergency Medical Services
- Certificate of Completion – Emergency Medical Technician

**HEALTH CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS**

**Associate in Science – Medical Assisting**
- Certificate of Achievement – Medical Assisting

**Associate in Science – Medical Laboratory Technician**
- Associate in Science – Occupational Therapy Assistant
- Certificate of Competence – Occupational Therapy Assistant
- Certificate of Competence – Activity Aide

**Associate in Science – Physical Therapist Assistant**
- Associate in Science – Radiologic Technology
- Associate in Science – Respiratory Care
- Certificate of Achievement – Dental Assisting
- Certificate of Completion – Dental Assisting

**LIFE LONG LEARNING PROGRAMS**
- Certificate of Competence – Massage Therapy

**NURSING PROGRAMS**

- Associate in Science – Nursing
- Certificate of Achievement – Practical Nursing
- Certificate of Competence – Adult Residential Care Home Operator
- Certificate of Competence – Long Term Care/ Home Health Nurse Aide
Kapi'olani Community College 2014-2015 Graduates

*Denotes honors graduates from Summer and Fall 2014

ARTS & SCIENCES
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Associate in Arts, Liberal Arts
Mai Abe
Joker G. Aceret
Kameron Raythaniel Aceret
William John Agag Aciero
Crystal Verdadero Acosta
Lorenzo M. Acosta*
Marla Ann Puanani Acosta
Oscar Aldan Ada
Brandon Edward Kainoa Afong
Brandon Agasid Agtarap
Ryan Chin Aguilar
Grace P. Agustin
SeungWook Ahn
Chelsea Lehua Kahananui Ahsing
Justin Kaleo Akama
Hideaki Akashi
Eryn Kiyo Akawazawa
Michael Narito Alfaro*
Jenna Kaleikaumaka Alonzo
Eun Bi An
Lauren Me Annoura
Stephen Brian Ansley
Herbert Antolin
Sienna Kamakana'alanai Antolin
Marissa A. Aper
Morex Arai*
Allison Eni Arakawa
Jessie Christ Agraan Arana
Mary E. Archer*
Micah Shawn-Paul-Luiz Arellano
Kuulei Keahaunani Arizo
Kristine Leiko Asato
Dominic Visitation Aurelio
Gus Felizo Avellaneda
Landon K. Awada
Christine Pablo Badua
Trini Akemi Bae*
Brittany Victoria Balanay
Chase Barnes
Kainat Bashir
Rabeca L. Bates
Stephanie Catherine Beauvais-
Lineberger*
Kathryn V. Behling
Raymond S. Belcher
Colby J.D.H Benito
Ram L. BK*
Melanie Black
James Michael Bleakley
Cami Rae Borja
Kristin Ashley Briones
Caitlin Puaeli Buen-Lucas
Nicole Kanoelani Taeko Bulatao*
Adam Kawika Buote
Kemp-Kyr Burgonio
Christopher John Burman
Lisa Christine Burnett
Kiana Kimiye Cabbar*
Eunice Charmaine Quiday Cacal*
Marisa Janine Cachola
Jeffrey Cadiz
Kalina Leilani Rose Calantoc
Eric M. Caldwell*
Ashley Kahealani Canonizado
Jacob Allen Kekai Cantrell
Songmei Cao
Nikki Carnate
Carolina Carneiro Paulon*
Kristine Castillo
Jonathan Adam Causey
Chun On Chan
Chun Shing Chan
Lance P.K. Chang
Sara Lae San Chang
Lesley Kanani Chang-Humphreys
Evelynangina Satoshi Chapman
Steven Namakolama Char
Hou In Cheang
Eng-Ni Chen
Shaomei Chen
Ye Chen
Zihao Chen
Alice Gui Cheng
Andy Cheng
Phearrun Chhorn
Erik Nariaki Ching
Harry Keun Sik Cho
Se Hee Cho
Medora Ming Yee Choi
Scott Min-Suk Choi
Song Hyon Choi*
Jaimie Chisholh*
Serena Ipolani Choy
Bobby Kit Chan
Hae In Chung
Morgan Leigh Clark
Michelle D. Conley-Harada
Allison Sydney Cooke
Maria L. Dole Cordeiro
Kailan Chaulecy-Loke Cordova
Kaile Costa
Ishay Sierra Craig
Tiffany Keiko Crane
Jin Cui
Gerric D. Culanay
Iwalani Huynh Dang*
Jack Dang
Samson T. Dang
Dharma Kie David
Christian Thomas de Quevedo*
Leonardo G.T. de Sousa Rosa*
Anna Marie Dela Cruz
Francis Mercado Delfino
Cristina Cordeiro Delmundo
Dan Ngoc Sy Doan
Minako Doi
Terence Kirran Doll
Isabel M. Domondon
Yan Bai Dong
Adam Holmes Dougherty
Thomas Hunter Downs
Tawndy Nichole Doyle
Gene Alexander Drubek
Brandon Sisifo Kaeo Dumlaw
Nico-Kalani Cantor Eder
Joseph Kealoha Edsman
Kenta Endo
Yuka Endo
Hisami Enomoto
Emmanuel MJ Bautista Enriquez
Chantelle Marie Manzano Esteban
Midori Rianna Every
Michael Fase
Jeremy Earl Felipe*
Ryan Kameaahola Fernandez
Jason Jay Ferraro
Alexander James Fischer
Wendy Duffin Fisher*
Annie Mae Flores
Aliyah Inez Flowe*
Azure Luana Fox
Crystal Mariko Fujimoto
Sheldon Kenji Kelii Fujiwara
Kaori Fukaya
Kasey K. Fukunaga
Liana K. Funai
Rayna Funai
Lisa Michelle M. Furukawa
Sean Michael Gallagher*
Aiping Gun
Kelli Anne Natsue Ganeku
Mortezza Ganjali
Kai Hong Gao
Catherine Brianne Gardiner
Hannalei Varex Garo
Kalani Allen Gates
Paul Jason Gauci
James Kawika Gauer
Jordan P.K. Geschrich
Keegan Anthony Gladstone
Andree R Go
Tanya Michelle Gomez
Nickolas S. Gonzales
Hana Goto*
Kira Renee Goto*
William-Jordan Yukio Goto
Rebecca Ann Governale*
Nolan K. Greer
ZhongChang Guan
Zoey Malia Guss
Christian Gutierrez
Evelyn R. Gutierrez
Sheri Ann L. Guzman
Boosipji Ha
Tasha Ann Kiliwehi Haili-Silva
Jenyfer Yoshiko Hamamoto
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Associate in Arts, Liberal Arts (continued)

Nicole Michelle Hamric
Susan Yoko Harada
Samara R. Harper
Ayumi Hashimoto
Kate M. Hashimoto
Sayuri Hashimoto
Spencer Tadashi Haugen
Alina K. Hauter
Peishan He*
Justin Atsushi Stanley Heirakuji
Daphne Malia Henion
Manuel B. Hermano
Steffan Jahangiri Herschend
Dana Masae Hirayasu
Kei Ian Ho
Noelani K.F. Ho
Jihye Hong
Kangning Hong
Robert Michael Hopper
Mitsue Hosokawa
Lindsey Renay Howard
Tuchanh Hua
Kylee Hui Jun Huang
Li Qi Huang
Zijun Huang
Marithan Hwang
Ryoji Iguchi*
Johnalynn K. Ilae
Yuichi Imai
Eunseong Jeon
Boram Jeong
XiaoHong Jiang*
Mariah J. Johnson
Ryan Hugh Joslin
Ko Un Jung
Chihiro Matsukawa
Mark I Matsukawa
Charlene Masayo Matsuura*
Krysta Sachiyi Matsuno
Eri Matsushita
Thomas James McCarthy IV
Jeremy Donetz McClam
Rowan D. McGrath
Kevin Kyle McLaren
Amy Elizabeth Mcloon
Melissa A. McMurray
Lori Kimiko Medeiros
Linda Lokelani Meier
Jamie Melissa Mejia
Cecilia Marie Mercurio
Holly Johanna Meyerson
Michael C. Mierop
Niki Kanani *?o ko?olau Miller
(online)
Nikki Mei Mei Emiko Miller
Kelli Kathleen Mills
Kelsey Keiko Mitsuda
Kristin Kinuko Fujiko Miura
Karissa E. Miura-Yoshitake
Scott T. Miyahira*
Micah Kawika Miyamoto
Chelsea Chiemii Miyashiro*
Gabriel Austin Mizunaka
Chermaine Bernadette Kaululaau-Pakele
Ami Kawai*
Tiana-Malia Keleli?i Kawaihoa-Marquez
Alana Rose Kazimirkshi
Skye Kelly
William T. Kemp
Kirstyn Viana Keranen
Andrew Young Kim
David Kim
Hyung Jin Kim
Kyungran Kim
Min Ju Kim
Nicholas Youngmo Kim
Li Jin King
Whitney Alofa King
Scott Hideyuki Kinjo
Ryan Robert Kino-Spelman
Alyson Maria Kintscher
Sally M. Kipps
Iyo Kishimoto
Aeri Kitagaki*
Alessa Miky Kyohiro*
Misha Daniel Ko
China Malia Ksobuke
Taitt Ammon Kokoo
Marissa Kometani
Saki Kono*
Shoko Kono
Kaori Konuta
Brendan M Korman
Kristen Lyn Kreuziger
Danny Jong Su Ku
Makoto Kuchimura
John Ray Kukui
Shannon Keiko Kumashiro
Risa Kumiyaama*
Jui-Yun Kuo
Nao Kwabara
Lydia Kwok
Jillian Noelle LaBeau
Alexander Laboda-Lyman
Amanda Kazuko Lacaran
Conception G. Ladia*
Kristan Aiko Lai
Jonathan Chiu Tung Lam
Lance Madariaga Lam*
Pak Ki Lam
Alexander Wai Hong Lau
Dennis Ka Kuen Lau
Huu Wa Law
May Rose Bautista Lazarte
Khang Nguyen Le
Linda Thi Le
Tri Kekai Le
William S. Leather
Brandon K. F. Lee
Cheyenne J. Lee
Damon Lee
Eun Joo Lee
Jason Hoc Jin Lee
Se Huyng Lee*
Shin Hye Lee
Tae Kwan Lee
Maia Ko?taikali?i Lee Loy
Kevin Oi Pang Lei*
Lena Lei
Bryson S.W.H. Leong
Jonah K. Letoto
Heidi Hoi Ling Li
Jingwen Li
XiuQi Li*
Zhi Qing Li
Hue T Lien*
Kenneth Kawei Lieu
Tiffany Lee Lieu*
Derek Lin
Guangrong Lin
Haicheng Lin
Shu Feng Lin
Katherine Irene Linrothe
Jiajun Liu
Crystal Wing Yi Lu
James Lu
Leizl Calderon Lucas
Jose Jerelle C. Luis*
JiaHui Luo
Thai Q. Luong
Lauren Midori Machida
Yuen Ching Mak
Isakimo Tovio Makiasi
Charlene Joy Malapitan
Chloe Denise Man
Jasmine Jane Manabat
Jacquelyn D. Manasole
James See-Wai Mar
Shirley L. Mar
Anabelle Mariano
Tony Ezekiel Ramos Mariano*
Victoria Aulani Markham-Pukuni
Irene Eulalie Martin
John Lionel Martin
Raymond A. Martin
Kendric-Ana Akalolakelani
Martinez-Herring
Sarah Kim Masutani
Chihiro Matsukawa
Mark I Matsukawa
Charlene Masayo Matsunaga*
Krysta Sachiyi Matsuno
Eri Matsushita
Thomas James McCarthy IV
Jeremy Donetz McClam
Rowan D. McGrath
Kevin Kyle McLaren
Amy Elizabeth Mcloon
Melissa A. McMurray
Lori Kimiko Medeiros
Linda Lokelani Meier
Jamie Melissa Mejia
Cecilia Marie Mercurio
Holly Johanna Meyerson
Michael C. Mierop
Niki Kanani ?o ko?olau Miller
(online)
Nikki Mei Mei Emiko Miller
Kelli Kathleen Mills
Kelsey Keiko Mitsuda
Kristin Kinuko Fujiko Miura
Karissa E. Miura-Yoshitake
Scott T. Miyahira*
Micah Kawika Miyamoto
Chelsea Chiemii Miyashiro*
Gabriel Austin Mizunaka
Chermaine Bernadette Kaululaau-Pakele
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Associate in Arts, Liberal Arts
(continued)

Judith V. Mone
Catherine R. Monfore*
Samuel Andrew Montalvo
Donghwi Moon
Zoie Dell Kelani Moore
Ayumi Mori
Layne Yuki Morishima
Maksuda Morshed
Julia Motohashi
Andrew Jun Mun
Sue M. Mun
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Andrew Koji Nakamaru
Yu Nakata
Dirreemang Miah Ngiraingas
David Khang Ngo
Stephanie Ngoc Ngo
Elizabeth TK Nguyen
Royce Masanobu Murakami
Kota Muto*
Sungho Myeong
Ayaka Nagashima*
Associate in Arts, Liberal Arts
(continued)
Sharmila James Mansukhani Warsh*
Michael Waters
Amanda Linn Watkins
Kimberly A. Watson
Leeann Thi Wheelden
Royce Kaipo Agario Windrath
Renée Kathleen Wold
Kelina Kealohaokalani Wolfe
Caitlyn Mew Fong Wong
Chi Tung Nicholas Wong
Rodney Q. Wong
Steven Marc Wong
Tik Hei Wong
Man I. Woo
Cory Kaito Wooton
KaiQi Xiao
Meng Han Xue
Shuto Yada
Appie Joy Yadao
Yuko Yamamoto
Yo Sup Yang
Yo Han Yang
Matthew Y.H. Yap
Tomohiko Yasutake
Daralyn S Yee*
Torin Hisao Kai Duk Yee
Elizabeth Gar Men Yeung
Saika Yoichizono
Seunghee Yoon
Nao Yoshida
Ryne Logan Yoshimura
Craig Joseph Young*
Hope E.I. Young
Jacoby Jerome Young*
Lauren Emiko Young
Sin Man Yu
Sang Pil Yun
Julia Vu
Xin Zhang
Yue Zhang
Ziyang Zheng
Amy H. Zhou*
Yilin Zhu*
Olivia Kawelolaninama‘u Zizzi

Academic Subject Certificate, Asian Studies
Kira Renee Goto

Associate in Arts, Art
Steven Tran

Associate in Arts, Hawaiian Studies
Martin Ka‘u‘i‘iokulupu‘uwai
Aranayo*
Anne H. Au
Tasha Ann Kiliwehi Haili-Silva
Carmen Kaleihua Kanet*
Tiana-Malia Kele‘i‘i Kawaihoa-Marquez
Taitte Ammon Kokoo
Manami Ozawa
Druella Mae Kaleialoha Paikai-
Hind*

Associate in Arts, Hawaiian Studies
(continued)
Stephanie Natsuko Tawata
Michael Waters

Associate in Arts, Business
Rose Marie G. Celes
Fanny Chu
Lilly Lai San Chun
Wei Dong Fang Jr.
Miki Hirano*
Renko Kuroda
Mei-Yuk Maggie Ma*
Amano Michael
Mik Hui Lin Miyashiro
Hideaki Otsubo
Richard Cam Polo Lung
Erika Melissa Sabraw
Sereyothea Tony So
Gabrielle E. Uyehara
Kieu Van Thi Vo*

Associate in Arts, Education
Kayla Yoshimi Keani Chinen
Jancerine Onesios

Associate in Science, Educational Paraprofessional: Second Language Teaching
Hyeun Lee
Gregory D. Tom

Certificate of Competence – Educational Paraprofessional: Second Language Teaching
Rachel Chaerin Jun
Yuka Saito
Sherri Ann Lumbang Guzman
Saes Byeol Kim
Hyeun Lee
Eri Noguchi
Otto Jefferson Pachas Salazar
Minako Sakurai
Gregory Dean Tom
Gabrielle Mello Wald

Associate in Science, Natural Science, Engineering
Andy Garabet Boukjian
James L. Bynes III
Sean Sherimeng Cai
Eric M. Caldwell
Jason Jacob Campbell
Zachary Masa Carias
Scott Kevin Clemens
Steven Cory
Jornar Paling Espiritu
Christopher J. Fernandez
McClyde Etrata Gaborno
Caton TL Gabrick
Christopher Corporuz Gacusan
Morteza Ganjali
Kent C. Harada
Tyler Hiranaka
Connie Hoong
William Kahanalolo Kao III
Kelsey Kazumi Kawaguchi

Associate in Science, Natural Science, Engineering
(continued)
Dean Isao Kurozumi
Lance Makaranga Lam*
Linda Thai Le
Kyle KJ Lei
Bryson SWH Leong
Rochelle C. Pagaduan*
Booyan Pang*
Tayler Lea Pave
Michael Bo Mun Poon
Jackson Pascibio
Bryson Racoma
Allen Michael Sheluz
Grant Roy Takani
David Adam Todd
Ian A.A. Umesu
Steven Marc Wong

Associate in Science, Natural Science, Life Science
Brandi-Leigh Hōkūkikawaiupunehama Adams
Floria Choy Bol
Wei Ming Du*
Uyen Huynh Freitas
Mark Andrew Guerin
Melissa Ibrahimovic*
Carin Puananilehua Jaber
Kimberly Kanoenani Mei Sum
Kahaleua
Janessa A Kaneshiro*
Melanie Shizuko Kahuakekuapouilaikananehe Kelepuleole*
Ngoc Tiffany Le
Tyler Lopez
Erie Kristine McGillin
Lindsay Ann Kaleikaumaka
McGinn
Joseph Carl Mirancos*
Emily Mahealani Mishina
Naomi M.P.H. Nihiplai
Maria Makerita Petelo
Arthur Lou Solbach
Devan Tadashi Kin-Ming Kahoku
Tatemichi
Eric M. Welch

Associate in Science, Natural Science, Physical Science
Andrew Chang
Amy Chinen
Lindsay Renay Howard
Yuheng Luo
Jesse Ray Purdy

Certificate of Achievement, Biotechnician
Eric James Hiroshi Ichinose
Coney Li
Wang Nga Laura Lio
Yosapon Tangtiphongkul
Felicia Velazquez Velazquez
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Associate in Science, New Media
Arts, Animation
Shawn C. Bacio
David Lawrence Hornstein
Cheryl M. Knutson
Yuki Koshida
Kayla Kanani kekahoku Leong
Remi Mead*
Rhygene Pao
Maika Yee
Olivia Kawelolaninama’u Zizzi

Associate in Science, New Media
Arts, Interface Design
Frank J. Cabrera
Guiqing Gao
Cory Jack Okada Kacher
Andreina Lee Keller
Akiko Kise
Lianne Noriko Maeda
William Scott Bagay Martinez
Brianne Sakiko Nakano
Reyna S. Nishimura
HyeRyung Pan
Cassandra Song*
Mitchell Kalani Valenzuela
Qing Shan Yu
Jennifer Zheng

BUSINESS, LEGAL, AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
Associate in Science, Accounting
Quynh N. N. Doan*
Mary Elaine F. Domingo
Mei Yang Farman
Charles Lowe Gilmour
Yuka Hayashi*
Desiree K Jale*
Sung Jae Lee*
Wai Sum Lee
Deborah Krystal Miles
Julia R. Myers*
Michiyo Adachi Pendleton*
Sheldon Shibuya
Chastin Terese Wai-Lin Supe
Daniel Wan
Wing Chi Wong*
Lai Yi Candice Yuen
Huishi Zhao

Certificate of Achievement, Accounting
Brett David Angell
Ryo Park Arai
Aline Batungbacal
Edaisha Zapata Bayani
Panjamaporn Cochran
Rachelle Ann Dela Cruz
Jiedan Guan
Tram Nguyen Thuy Le
Wai Sum Lee
Guangqing Li
Xiaoyun Li
TingTing Lin
Kylie Noelani Rose Manriki
Yukari Miller
Yan Yan Mo
Dung Pham
Hoa Thi Thai Quang
Christopher Guerrero Racho

Certificate of Competence, Accounting
Brett David Angell
Ryo Park Arai
Aline Batungbacal
Edaisha Zapata Bayani
Panjamaporn Cochran
Rachelle Ann Dela Cruz
Jiedan Guan
Tram Nguyen Thuy Le
Wai Sum Lee
Guangqing Li
Xiaoyun Li
TingTing Lin
Kylie Noelani Rose Manriki
Yukari Miller
Yan Yan Mo
Dung Pham
Hoa Thi Thai Quang
Christopher Guerrero Racho

Certificate of Competence, Tax Preparer
Brett David Angell
Ryo Park Arai
Aline Batungbacal
Edaisha Zapata Bayani
Panjamaporn Cochran
Rachelle Ann Dela Cruz
Jiedan Guan
Tram Nguyen Thuy Le
Wai Sum Lee
Guangqing Li
Xiaoyun Li
TingTing Lin
Kylie Noelani Rose Manriki
Yukari Miller
Yan Yan Mo
Dung Pham
Hoa Thi Thai Quang
Christopher Guerrero Racho

Certificate of Competence, Tax Preparer
Ralph T Taniguchi
Alyson Noriko Wong

Associate in Science, Information Technology
Chad C. Bocanegra
Douglas B. Chon
Matthew Ho Kwan Chu
Rebecca Ellison*
Robert V. English
Mai Nicole Fuji*
Jason Jabvor Gartrell
Samuel R. Haworth
Albert E. Hiromoto*
Timothy K. Ishida
Hwayoung Lee*
Jason Lee
Donavan Hao-Xian Li
Christopher Raymond Martinez
Jeffrey Alan Neimy
Laura A. Nishimura
David Ochiai
Chad Virgil Rose
Kyle Kim Shimabukuro
Vinorajh Sriyantanan
Ana Pualani Taualupe
Matthew A.I. Taylor
Huy Kien Thai
Priscilla K.H. Wong
Alan Wu
Rina Yonedo
Tyo Nylon Yoshikawa

Advanced Professional Certificate, Information Technology
Rachel Sachiko Takano

Certificate of Achievement, Information Technology
Tammy K. Asamoto
Chad Catenza Bocanegra
Douglas Byung Ho Chon
Olive Y. Fermin, Jr.
Heejeong Heo
Cheyenne Jasmine Lee
Kyle Yukio Nishimura
Chad Virgil Rose
Kevin Udarbe Santiago
Ryan T. Suemori
Jiayuan Sun
Ye Tao
Huy K Thai
Dustin James VanHouten
Blaine K. Weatherwax
Alan Wu
Rina Yonedo
Tyo Nylon Yoshikawa

Certificate of Competence, Database Administration
Tammy Kyoko Asamoto
Rylan Kalekaumaka Bautista
Ilea Sharlia Beedow
Brandon Gee Yuen Chan  
Certificate of Competence, Database Administration  
(continued)  
Nimai Cordeiro  
Isaac Kawika DeGuzman  
Oliver Y. Fermin, Jr.  
Wendi Yuriko Fujino  
Michael T Iwamoto  
Collin KT Iwanaga  
Jihoon Charles Lee  
Dorian Miller  
Daniel Ken Miyasato  
Christopher Kai Murray  
Nigel Bueno Nabua  
Mishkat Rahman  
Sean Alexandereshi Seaton  
Uriah Kyu Simmons  
Ryan T Suemori  
Casey Jerome Dela Cruz Tarape  
Collin KT Iwanaga  
Christopher Kwon  
Certificate of Competence, Programming  
(continued)  
William Scott Leather  
David T Lee  
Michael Yee Lee  
Donavan H. Li  
David Ochiia  
Froilan Tolentino Pascual  
Reid H Sato  
Sean Alexandereshi Seaton  
Uriah Kyu Simmons  
Ryan T Suemori  
Adam Michael Tanibe  
Casey Jerome Dela Cruz Tarape  
Nimai Cordeiro  
Isaac Kawika DeGuzman  
Oliver Y. Fermin, Jr.  
Wendi Yuriko Fujino  
Michael T Iwamoto  
Collin KT Iwanaga  
Christopher Kwon  
Certificate of Competence, Help Desk Services  
Tammy Kyoko Asamoto  
Rylan Kaleikaumaka Bautista  
Chad Catena Bocanegra  
Brandon Gee Yuen Chan  
Douglas Byung Ho Chon  
Esi ah sens K Costanios  
Mark Jefferson Basug Deuz  
Oliver Y. Fermin, Jr.  
Wendi Yuriko Fujino  
Samuel R Haworth  
Michael T Iwamoto  
Collin KT Iwanaga  
Carey Yasuharu Kinoshita  
Cheyenne Jasmine Lee  
Michael Yee Lee  
Nigel Bueno Nabua  
Jeffrey Alan Neimy  
David Ochiia  
Mishkat Rahman  
Reid H Sato  
Ryan T Suemori  
Adam Michael Tanibe  
Ashley Miyoko Tonai  
Dustin James VanHouten  
Alan Wu  
Rina Yoneda  
Tyson Yukio Yoshikawa  
Certificate of Competence, Legal Secretary  
Sheenah Maria Taitano Aflague  
Hermeeleen Amond  
Ronell B. Badua  
Hazel D. Bocalan  
Willy Ching  
Megan Ashley Coburn*  
Melanie Haunani Dunlap  
Shanna M. Farrell*  
Kristine Kiyoko Fujimoto  
Susie Ungildung Grabe  
Michael Honda  
Tyler R. K. Kaku  
Stephanie Elizabeth Kessner  
Vivien L. Lam  
Jiwon Lee  
Pamela Nichole Lyke  
Stacey Merkel  
Ilene Jennifer Lokenani Montero  
Deannie M. Nakaza  
Janero F. Pascual  
Barbara E. Peters  
Michelle R. Thompson  
Oscar Andrade Tomas  
Harolyn N. Vicks  
Shirley Chizu Watanabe*  
Alyson Noriko Wong  
Riho Yajima  
Travis Yokoyama  
Certificate of Competence, Customer Service  
Kehaulani La’akea Custino  
FNU Deligeersang  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Ngai Hong Ng  
My Gia Lu  
Diana Maria Nguyen  
Santos Tina Quesada  
Elina Kaarina Tuominen  
Certificate of Competence, Entrepreneurship  
Mona A T Wenger  
Associate in Science, Paralegal  
Sheenah Maria Taitano Aflague  
Hermeeleen Amond  
Ronell B. Badua  
Hazel D. Bocalan  
Willy Ching  
Megan Ashley Coburn*  
Melanie Haunani Dunlap  
Shanna M. Farrell*  
Kristine Kiyoko Fujimoto  
Susie Ungildung Grabe  
Michael Honda  
Tyler R. K. Kaku  
Stephanie Elizabeth Kessner  
Vivien L. Lam  
Jiwon Lee  
Pamela Nichole Lyke  
Stacey Merkel  
Ilene Jennifer Lokenani Montero  
Deannie M. Nakaza  
Janero F. Pascual  
Barbara E. Peters  
Michelle R. Thompson  
Oscar Andrade Tomas  
Harolyn N. Vicks  
Shirley Chizu Watanabe*  
Alyson Noriko Wong  
Riho Yajima  
Travis Yokoyama  
Certificate of Competence, Entrepreneurship  
Mona A T Wenger  
CULINARY INSTITUTE OF THE PACIFIC PROGRAMS  
Associate in Science, Culinary Arts  
Kainoa K. Ah Quin-Soren  
Melissa Rose Hilton Amussen  
Jayson Romero Arguilla  
Eron Joseph Bamba  
Krisss-Chablis Kehaulani Helena Brigoli*  
Cassidy Kaakamahinelani Cabel  
Katherine Camaquin*  
Kia K. Campbell  
Chelsey Kimiko Castro  
Hyung Joo Cha  
Kimberly Naomi Chang  
Edwin Choy  
Mary Elizabeth Coon  
Desiray Moilani Kahalehoe Vierra DeLuze  
Jared Tyler Cruz Flores  
Associate in Science, Marketing  
(continued)  
Kehaulani La’akea Custino  
FNU Deligeersang  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Ngai Hong Ng  
My Gia Lu  
Diana Maria Nguyen  
Santos Tina Quesada  
Elina Kaarina Tuominen  
Certificate of Achievement, Retail Management  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Reginald Viarnes Guillermo  
Molly Amanda Kajiwara  
Da-Woon Kim  
Kohei Miura  
Karlin Taugwalder  
Certificate of Competence, Management  
Kimo Konala Dalde  
FNU Deligeersang  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Ngai Hong Ng  
Taro Sato  
Kristen Kyoko Serrano  
Elina Kaarina Tuominen  
Certificate of Competence, Retailing  
Suey Munhoz Benetti  
FNU Deligeersang  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Ngai Hong Ng  
Taro Sato  
Kristen Kyoko Serrano  
Elina Kaarina Tuominen  
Certificate of Competence, Paralegal  
Sheenah Maria Taitano Aflague  
Hermeeleen Amond  
Ronell B. Badua  
Hazel D. Bocalan  
Willy Ching  
Megan Ashley Coburn*  
Melanie Haunani Dunlap  
Shanna M. Farrell*  
Kristine Kiyoko Fujimoto  
Susie Ungildung Grabe  
Michael Honda  
Tyler R. K. Kaku  
Stephanie Elizabeth Kessner  
Vivien L. Lam  
Jiwon Lee  
Pamela Nichole Lyke  
Stacey Merkel  
Ilene Jennifer Lokenani Montero  
Deannie M. Nakaza  
Janero F. Pascual  
Barbara E. Peters  
Michelle R. Thompson  
Oscar Andrade Tomas  
Harolyn N. Vicks  
Shirley Chizu Watanabe*  
Alyson Noriko Wong  
Riho Yajima  
Travis Yokoyama  
Certificate of Competence, Hospitality  
Kehaulani La’akea Custino  
FNU Deligeersang  
Jared T Gonsalves  
Ngai Hong Ng  
Taro Sato  
Kristen Kyoko Serrano  
Elina Kaarina Tuominen  
Certificate of Competence, Entrepreneurship  
Mona A T Wenger  
CULINARY INSTITUTE OF THE PACIFIC PROGRAMS  
Associate in Science, Culinary Arts  
Kainoa K. Ah Quin-Soren  
Melissa Rose Hilton Amussen  
Jayson Romero Arguilla  
Eron Joseph Bamba  
Krisss-Chablis Kehaulani Helena Brigoli*  
Cassidy Kaakamahinelani Cabel  
Katherine Camaquin*  
Kia K. Campbell  
Chelsey Kimiko Castro  
Hyung Joo Cha  
Kimberly Naomi Chang  
Edwin Choy  
Mary Elizabeth Coon  
Desiray Moilani Kahalehoe Vierra DeLuze  
Jared Tyler Cruz Flores
Jordan K. Fujiwara
Associate in Science, Culinary Arts
(continued)

Katie S. Green
Shawn Masatoshi Gushi
Leiʻoliʻ Emiko Hirakawa*
Sok Hyon Hong
Miki Yoshiko Iwai
Sumin Kim*
Any Flora Kraus*
Kristen A. Kumakura
Casey Chiemi Lau
Kenneth Zhu Lee*
Bernel Kawika Lucas
Nicholas W.H. Lum
Thomas T. Ly
Melanie Maier
Chester R Mallanao
Alan John Martin
Jennifer K.L Miyahira*
Jason E J P Jue
Reed Yoshikana Kikuta
Dongsum Kim
Natalia E Klyashitornaya
Andra Lamont Smith
Jooho Song*
Cindy T. Sugai*
Ashley Raisha Lagura Tacata
Luu Phuong Thi Tran*
Devyn R Vassallo
Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan*
Justin A. Wong*
Kayla Noelle Yokota

Advanced Professional
Certificate, Culinary Management
Raymond C Elgair
Lloyd Lagasca Garcia
Jessica Robina Laganse
Kenneth Z. Lee
Tiffanie Kimiko Masutani
Aimee Mori
Charles Thomas Morton
Ariel Nicholas Madamba Pasol
Davit Alton T Soo
Kayla N. Yokota

Certificate of Achievement, Culinary Arts
Johnny Mar Robles Aglugub
Jayson Romero Arguilla
Sharmaine Ramil Butac
Cassidy Kaikamahinelani Cabel
Chelsey Kimiko Castro
Kimberly Naomi Chang
Certificate of Achievement, Culinary Arts
(continued)

Edwin Choy
Melvin Mendoza DeGuzman
DesRay M.K.V. DeLuze
Richard Pasion Domingo
Jordan Kiyoshi Fujiwara
Justine Francesca Gampong
Katie S. Green
Eden K Guillermo
Shawn Masatoshi Gushi
Jared Kale Haitsuka
Leiʻoliʻ Emiko Hirakawa
Takuto Hoshigami
Miki Yoshiko Iwai
Maile Laura Kiyoko Kamisugi
Natalia E. Klyashitornaya
Any Flora Kraus
Kristen Akemi Kumakura
Tyler Akio Kunishighe
Casey Lau
Vinh Van Le
Gordon Youi Lum Li
Anna Toftumoaainaina Liss
Bernel Kawika Lucas
Nicholas WH Lum
Thomas Tran Ly
Melanie Maier
Kate Crishna Rios Mercado
Jason Nagamine
Dominic Nguyen
Leland Kainoa O’Brien-Schubert
Jackie Chai Kee Okimoto
Cesar Ivan Valdez Paguigiran
Gabrielle E. Pascua
Santos Tina Quesada
Jordan Shane P. Quiacusan
Amber L. K Ramirez
David Edward Rasmussen
Kendricke Benjamin-Teruo Severance
Mariana Lyra Sillaman*
Andra Lamont Smith
John Long Tuan Soi
Jooho Song*
Cindy T. Sugai*
Ashley Raisha Lagura Tacata
Luu Phuong Thi Tran*
Devyn R Vassallo
Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan*
Justin A. Wong*
Kayla Noelle Yokota

Certificate of Competence, Culinary Arts
(continued)

Keane Ka‘ohe Aranita
Keira Elizabeh Baker
Brandon M Bernal
Clintton Millinger Bidwell
Joachim Catenza Bocanegra
Brent Cabatan Cabbab
Chancy Joe Borja Cabrera
Wanita V Caldwell
Richard Ramelb Castillo
Alexander Francis Ching
Daniel Craine
Khanh Tuan Dang
Jeremy Christian David
Melinda Ann Dean
Grant Durant
Barbara Sherron Fetau
Natsumi Fuji
Eden K Guillermo
Leiʻoliʻ Emiko Hirakawa
Jennifer M Hughes
Jonovan Keriik Johannes
Jason E J P Jue
Reed Yoshikana Kikuta
Dongsum Kim
Natalia E Klyashitornaya
Croix Ka‘chukai Koenig
Kelvin Ku
Braven K Kuniyoshi
Oh Hyun Kwon
Amanda Elizabeth Larsen
Vinh Van Le
Kyung Suk Lee
Richard Gi Lee
Ticia Lee
Kevin Li
Kimberly Carmona Lim
Kelly Hiromi Kim Loui
Wing Yin Luk
Jordan Xian Luu
Ying Ye Luo
John Patrick A Maddela
Brian Patrick Mallal
Lindsey Grace Mahyo
Jovenard Angelo Legaspi Mapanao
Kiana Leialoha Marote
Woraporn Martinez
Seyna M McArthur
Adela Mearig
Jessica K Mendes
Andrew Hiro Mitani
Ryan Shinichi Morinaga
Anhthu Nguyen
Jarred Makoto Obata
Jacob Henry Oda
Tyler C J A Ogawa
Yuko Ogawa
Regino Ojano III
Adam Jacob Pactol
Raysean Mallory Paglinawan
Joshua K Pereira
Mark Tadashi Potter
Kela Pulawa
Austin Taylor Keanu Ramelb Ramos
Marc Ernel Hugo Reyes
Lisa Stephanie Sato
Certificate of Competence, Culinary Arts (continued)
Christopher Takeshi Solusod
Victor Ines Subido
Jun Ho Suh
Darren Kawika Kea Takahashi
Qiho Tan
Yuka Tanaka
Shana Kiyoko Thompson
Linawati Towne
Kari Kimie Unebasami
Robin Lynn Ward
Toni Wong
Dexter Y Yamamoto
Spencer Matthew Cody Maikaii Yamanaka
Steven Keaoakahiaka Yi
Bradley Hiroshi Yoshida
Kyle-Amber Michi Yue

Certificate of Competence, Culinary Competition
Alvis Leodones Ferrer
Kenneth Zhu Lee
Wing Yin Luk
Jason Jin Hong Park
Davin Lyum Schmidt
Jethro Garsula Tapulgo
Linawati Towne

Certificate of Competence, Dining Room Service
Kainoa Kahua o Kalani Ah Quin-Soren
Melissa Rose Hilton Amussen
Corey Kaoru Kawika Aoki
Robynne Aubrey Asato
Jenny Bonilla Balmores
Eron Joseph Bamba
Jacob Skye Bonilla
Krissy-Chablis Kehaulani Helena Brigoji
Nicole Charlena Bulacan
Sharmaine Ralith Butac
Lamont Roy Butler
Katherine Gamiao Camaquin
Chehoy Kimiko Castro
Kimberly Naomi Chang
Min Yong Choi
Edwin Choy
Jeremy Christian David
DesiRay Moilani DeLuze
Grant Durant
Kenneth Yee Fai Fong
Jordan Kiyoshi Fujiwara
Darci Joy Fukuoaka
Adrian Paul R Galam
Katie Sue Green
Shawn Masatoshi Gushi
Shanelle Rabanal Hernandez
Leioli Emiko Hirokawa
Grace Hitomi Ho
Brook K Hoapili
David Makoto Isumi
Louisa Kabutaulaka
Chelsea Yoshiko L Kano

Skye K Kaohu-Scorse
Certificate of Competence, Dining Room Service (continued)
Tyler Akio Kunishigie
Brenda Tong Kwok
Oh Hyun Kwon
Drew Thomas Lagier
Jean Soo Jung Lee
Gordon Yui Lum Li
Kimberly Carmona Lim
Bernel Kawika Lucas
Nicholas WH Lum
Thomas Tran Ly
Calvin Mai
Melanie Maier
Jovenard Angelo Legaspi Mapanao
Mari Tsukamoto McClenneny
Kate Crishna Rios Mercado
Jason Ross Nagamine
Leland Kainoa O'Brien-Schubert
Regino Ojano
Jackie Chai Kee Okimoto
Kathryn Lyjani Pagaragan
Cesar Ian Valdez Paguigigan
Sunghoon Park
Joshua K Pereira
Mark Tadashi Potter
Santos Tina Quesada
Amber L K Ramirez
Marc Ermel Hugo Reyes
Sara Moray Rutter
Yong Tae Ryoo
Davin Lyum Schmidt
Christopher Malabed Simeon
John Long Tuan Soi
Brian Stone
Victor Ines Subido
Cindy T Sugai
Rachel Sue-Ae Baek Tabalba
Ashley R L Tacata
Torii-May Nariko Tajiri
Collin Yasuji Takasaki
Qiho Tan
Yuka Tanaka
Shana Kiyoko Thompson
Kari Unebasami
Christian Rae Kumiko Wong
Justin A Wong
Toni Wong
Gunner Harley Woundy
Kayla N Yokota

Certificate of Competence, Pastry Arts
Johnny Mar Robles Aplagub
Jacqueline Josue Agregado
Mark Yohei Akiyama
Stanton Masafumi Asao
Robynne Aubrey Asato
Jacob Skye Bonilla
Joseph Thomas Bradner
Nicole Charlena Bulacan
Sharmaine Ralith Butac
Kia Kaitulani Campbell
Kalie Kathrynn Capadona
Chelsea Kimiko Castro
Kimberly Naomi Chang
Kelby-Alexan Uilani Chieko Meiling Chezem-Busher
Melvin Mendoza DeGuzman
Raymond Charles Elgair
Jonah Nehemiah Felipe
Kenneth Yee Fai Fong
Brandon Gouveia
Eden K Guillermo
Solyee Han
Shanelle Rabanal Hernandez
Richelle Herrera
Leil'oli Emiko Hirokawa
Kristen Y.K Iizaki
Kaylin Marie Midori Iseri
Chelsea Yoshiko L Kano
Tyler Akio Kunishigie
Brenda Tong Kwok
Amanda Elizabeth Larsen
Casey Lau
Jean S. Lee
Nicholas W.H. Lum
Melanie Maier
Jennifer K.L Miyahira
Thomas K. Nakai
Leland K. O'Brien-Schubert
Regino Ojano III
Santos Tina Quesada
Vilmar Cazudoy Reutierez
Andra Lamont Smith
Nicholes R. Steele
Collin Yasuji Takasaki
Yuka Tanaka
Jethro Garsula Tapulgo
Luu Phioung Thi Tran
Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan
Nathan Kento Yoshii

Certificate of Competence, Associate in Science, Culinary Arts with a Concentration in Pastry Arts
Johnny Mar Robles Aplagub
Jacqueline Josue Agregado
Mark Yohei Akiyama
Stanton Masafumi Asao
Robynne Aubrey Asato
Jacob Skye Bonilla
Joseph Thomas Bradner
Nicole Charlena Bulacan
Sharmaine Ralith Butac
Kia Kaitulani Campbell
Kalie Kathrynn Capadona
Chelsea Kimiko Castro
Kimberly Naomi Chang
Kelby-Alexan Uilani Chieko Meiling Chezem-Busher
Melvin Mendoza DeGuzman
Raymond Charles Elgair
Jonah Nehemiah Felipe
Kenneth Yee Fai Fong
Brandon Gouveia
Eden K Guillermo
Solyee Han
Shanelle Rabanal Hernandez
Richelle Herrera
Leil’oli Emiko Hirokawa
Kristen Y.K Iizaki
Kaylin Marie Midori Iseri
Chelsea Yoshiko L Kano
Tyler Akio Kunishigie
Brenda Tong Kwok
Amanda Elizabeth Larsen
Casey Lau
Jean S. Lee
Nicholas W.H. Lum
Melanie Maier
Jennifer K.L Miyahira
Thomas K. Nakai
Leland K. O'Brien-Schubert
Regino Ojano III
Santos Tina Quesada
Vilmar Cazudoy Reutierez
Andra Lamont Smith
Nicholes R. Steele
Collin Yasuji Takasaki
Yuka Tanaka
Jethro Garsula Tapulgo
Luu Phioung Thi Tran
Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan
Nathan Kento Yoshii
Kevin Li  
Certificate of Competence, Pastry Arts (continued)  
Arisa Tofatumoana Inoa Liss  
Tricia J. Liupano  
Wing Yin Luk  
Nicholas WH Lum  
Thomas Tran Ly  
Jennifer Ann Madamba  
Calvin Mai  
Melanie Maier  
Brianna Morgan Miyako Marquez  
Codie Chiemi Matsuda  
Seyna M McArthur  
Quinn Richard Mears  
Lance K Mendes  
Kate Criska Rios Mercado  
Andrew Hiro Mitani  
Dominic Nguyen  
Jarred Makoto Obata  
Tyler C J A Ogawa  
Jackie Chai Kee Okimoto  
Sarah Kaoiu Oumara  
Kelsen Kazu Onigama  
Adam Jacob Pascol  
Cesar J Valdez Paguirigan  
Gabrielle Elizabeth Pascua  
Melissa Fumie Phillips  
Santos Tina Quesada  
Jared Norito Rader  
Amber L K Ramirez  
David Edward Rasmussen  
Rodney Rondon  
Erica Santos  
Davin Lyum Schmidt  
Anthony Wu-Jun Shimaura  
Matthew John Shiraki  
Christopher Malabed Simeon  
Andra Lamont Smith  
Lisa Soeda  
Nicholos Ryan Steele  
Brian Stone  
Victor Ines Subido  
Rachel Sue-Ae Baek Tabalba  
Torii-May Nariko Tajiri  
Glenn Yukio Taniguchi  
Shana Kiyoko Thompson  
Taylor Joseph Kainoa Troy  
Corrine Zenaida Villacres  
Robin Lynn Ward  
Kayla N Yokota  
Bradley Hiroshi Yoshiida  
Nathan Kento Yoshii  
Eric D. Young  
Ge Zhu  

Management  
Certificate of Achievement, Hospitality Operations  
Management (continued)  
Elaine Ordinado Aquino  
Kristina Kwai Sim Ballina  
Willson Butihi  
Alexandra P. Chamilo  
Angel Lai Gin Cheng  
Asswathi Ashlee Das  
Grant Durant  
Fernando S. Encabo  
Jasmine Antonio Funtanilla  
Noli P. Gadingan Jr.  
Jason G. Guan  
Pual Jun  
Reid T. Kaneshiro  
In Jun Kim  
Akane Kotoura  
Jinseon Lee  
Alex James Logsdon  
Sarah Kaeuna Lopez  
Ursula Hokulani Makaiwi  
Sharah Ku'unani Figueyres Myers  
Miku Nakata  
Miyuki Nakayama  
Kai Yu Ng  
Eri Nishi  
Ikaia Shaye Masaru Okimoto  
Jinju Park  
An Vien Quach  
Kyoko Saito  
Justin Tadao Shaw  
Yoshie Shimamura  
Jia Song  
Jinlong Sun  
Ayumi Takahashi  
Thomas McKe Tarpley III  
Ana Francesca Aiken Tenorio  
Kaho To  
Erica Ka Yi Tso  
Kanna Tsugita  
Kahara Ueno  
Zijian Wang  
Juae Yoo  
Danlin Zhang  

Certificate of Achievement, Hospitality Operations  
Management  
Juan Marcos Mateo Alarcon  
Willson Fernandez Butihi  
Min Yong Choi  
Debbie Escobar  
Noli Gadingan  
Marile M Galdones  
Brendon Edward Hanselman-Cozart  
Jerome W K Hiroaka  
Nozomi Horiguchi  
Miku Inoue  
Chie Kaneko  
Reina Kichise  
Courtney Ledesma  
Imhyun Lee  
Jinseon Lee  
Min Ji Lee  
Tammy B Li  
Alex Logsdon  
Sarah Kaeuna Lopez  
Roseann Lehanani Lord  
Ursula Hokulani Makaiwi  
Marcus Steven Marinoff  
Herman B Martin  
Kanani M Merseburgh  
Goeun Min  
Anna Miyawaki  
Hiroke Nagasawa  
Reid H Nakachi  
Miyuki Nakayama  
Mary Manitas Navasca  
Kai Yiu Ng  
Katarzyna Olszewska  
Douglas Mathew Ore  
Ram Kashinath Panchal  
Jinju Park  
Trisha Rae Iniba Patao  
An Vien Quach
Certificate of Competence, Hospitality Operations Management (continued)

Erica Michelle Ruiz  

Certificate of Achievement, Travel and Tourism  (continued)

Jae Ha Ryu  

Justin Tadao Shaw  

Yoshie Shimamura  

Mina Shimizu  

Cassandra Kuiilani Simpson  

Ayumi Takahashi  

Shelby Sunnina Takahashi  

Raychel Brittni Tanudra  

Virginia Louise Taylor  

Ana Francisca Tenorio  

Long Kien Thai  

Konomi Tana Tran  

Joshua Eric Woodward  

Ju Ae Yoo  

Associate in Science in Hospitality and Tourism, Travel and Tourism

Ernest Agaloos  

Junelle Anne A. Agcaoili  

Nikki Carnate  

Kathy H. Chang*  

Asswathi Ashlee Das*  

Chayo Ferguson*  

Maryann A. Garitano  

Minami Iguchi  

Akane Kotoura  

Jinlong Sun*  

Eri Nishi  

Yui Otsuka  

Precelie Martin Pascual  

Robert Gerrard Pearson  

Jae Ha Ryu  

Sumire Sango  

Naoko Sawada  

Misato Shimizu  

Keiko Yano  

Keiko Yano  

Ju Ae Yoo  

Certificate of Competence, Principles of Sustainable Tourism

Ernest Agaloos  

Junelle Anne A Agcaoili  

Nicholas Kamamoalikalahikio-mau Albano  

Mizuki Ariga  

Shiela Joanna Subia Bagcal  

Carren K.T. Banglos  

Rita Balutan Barrientos  

Tiana Pualanikupono Lucia  

Calvan Snow  

Chi-Yan Claudia Cheung  

Korey Nobu Chun  

Nikki Mariko Deperalta  

Jasmine Antonio Funtanilla  

Jero K W K Hiraoka  

Nozomi Horiguchi  

Risa Ida  

Minami Iguchi  

Jacqueline Hiilani Imoebusuk  

Travis Ito  

Darren Ko  

Rena Kobayashi  

Certificate of Competence, Principles of Sustainable Tourism (continued)

Akane Kotoura  

Yuki Hoshino Kruse  

Ricky Seewai Lau  

Alexander Kenji Lee  

Cynthia Hae Sook Lee  

Eun Kyung Lee  

Imhyun Lee  

Jinseon Lee  

Jiahu Li  

Roseann Lehuannan Lord  

Eva Yicheng Lu  

Yuki Maeno  

Akiko Matsumoto  

Eun Bie Min  

Certificate of Achievement, Travel and Tourism  (continued)

Ernest Agaloos  

Nicholas Kamamoalikalahikio-mau Albano  

Chisato Baker  

Carren K.T. Banglos  

Jennifer Blatt  

Randi Jo Burgman  

Anqi Cai  

Tiana Pualanikupono Lucia  

Calvan Snow  

Korey Nobu Chun  

Joecebell Barbadiillo Dimalao  

Suzanne Marie Donovan-Schwartz  

Maricris Escobar  

Jasmine Antonio Funtanilla
Alizee Narie Gaggini
Certificate of Competence, Travel and Tourism
Edward R Galiza
Jerome W K Hirako
Nozomi Horiguchi
Kelly Lei Mi Huang
Anna Ang Huertas
Risa Ida
Minami Iguchi
Jacqueline Hiilani Imoebsuk
Travis Ito
Krystle Pascua Juan
Kanako Kifune
Hye Jung Kim
Darren Ko
Rena Kobayashi
Akane Katora
Yuki Hoshino Kruse
Iveta Kucerova
Ricky Seewai Lau
Cynthia Hae Sook Lee
Imihyun Lee
Jinecon Lee
Jasul Li
Roseann Lehuani Lord
Eva Yicheng Lu
Yuki Maeno
Riana Mamuad
Akiko Matsumoto
Eun Bee Min
Goeun Min
Akira Muramoto
Tomoko Nakamura
Miku Nakata
Monique Serna Navarro
Honson M Q Nguyen
Haley Kathleen Nice
Eri Nishi
Yui Otsuka
Zoe Outtelet
Precelie Martin Pascual
Zuiry Ri
Rachel Agamanos Ruiz
Sumire Sango
Malee Sawangsri
Alyssa Hanshi Shigemura
Misato Shimizu
Asuka Shinohe
Errol Keoni Smith
Chika Suganuma
Erina Suzuki
Kanao Tamotsu Taketa
Britney Junko Tanaka
Ana Francisca Tenorio
Ka Ho To
Fanny Urquijo
Queenie Vilosan
Chiharu Watanabe
Haruhu Watanabe
Maiko Watanabe
Joshua Eric Woodward
Riho Yajima
Xiaohui Ye
Summer Suhyun Yi
Juue Yoo
Jia Yi Yuan

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

Associate in Science, Mobile Intensive Care Technician, Emergency Medical Services
Julia Kahana Chung Gabaylo
Krystl Fuyuko Matsunaga
Ian McCaulley
Aaron J Pitt
Jared T Tanouye
Christopher D. Whitworth

Certificate of Achievement, Mobile Intensive Care Technician, Emergency Medical Services
Jacob K Botelho
Julia Kahana Chung Gabaylo
Ashley Ann Mariko Hashimoto
Vance Kainoa Kauaumo
Krystl Fuyuko Matsunaga
Ian Scott McCaulley
Shanna Sherise Salbedo
Kaleolani P. Souza
Jake C. Styn
Eugene Takahashi
Kell Yoshio Tanabe
Jared Toichi Tanouye
Landon T. Toshi
Lee Tano Vierra
Heidi Westlin Voss

Certificate of Competence, Emergency Medical Technician
Puanani C. Akaka
Michael-Lloyd Ka’imipono Akiona
Aaron K. Andrade
Chante Marie N. Anguay
Anson Arakaki
Kyle Isamu Arnberger
Kenji Carl Ashman
Jesse Akamai Atay
Gabriel Kaulana Kahokulani Badua
Amador John Eligado Barrios
Kanisha Lyn K. Bello
Alex Matthew Bumgarner
Bronson J. Cabanas
Cyrus Camp
Jerrald Chau
Leonard M. Chong
Jolene Lin Oi Kaikaina Chun
Juanito I. Datario Jr.
Jadelynn Dawson
Ethan Niolopua Dinnan
Sue Dunwoody
Isaiah C. Enriques
Sunny Jadelyn Fitzgerald
Devin Michael Anthony Kalipona
Fontanilla
Gilbert L. Fune
Tyson L.A. Goo
Rhys Grace
Kai Christopher Masumi
Hayashiida
Kelsey Keichi Higa
Kai Higuchi
Delsyn Russel Makana Hirota

Associate in Science, Emergency Medical Technician
Makale Ali Hurd
Darrick Bryan Isao Iida
Duke Jong
Trace Kaimana Kalei
Bryson Kamezo Kawakami
Kiley H Kawazoe
Rylan T. Kawazoe
Phillip Joong Kim
Ericksen Lloyd Kohatsu
Maxim Koporski
Joseph C. Laurel
Mahina Waioléka Maii
Christopher Rene Mansito
Jazz Paolo Marasigan
Justin Maolikai Matsu
Noelani McMahon
Juliana T. Mendoza
David Mclain Miles
Kaito Mizutani
Chad Kaponi Mulleitner
Jorge Muller
Kauhi D. Nakanelua
Kyan Keolanui Nascimento
Lana Takara Natori
Aaron Jon Norris
Gavin Tetsuo Oyadomari
Brian Lester Pacheco
Anthony Keaouilonalani Paguyo
Forrest Phifer
Daniel Lucas Pomerantz
Benjamin Todd Powers
Christopher Lloyd Sako
Keanu Shimaoka
Darci Kiyomi Shimizu
Dylan Spark Springmeier
Valerie L. Stokes
Paul Anthony Tagariello
Jordon K Takakura-Puha
Krystle Michiko Takara
Leighton M. Takara
Devin Tam
Kevin M. Tamura
Raymond John Torres IV
Dominic Ou Jing Tsun
Christian R. Velasco
Mark Voiles
Heidi Westlin Voss
Barry Michael Wildern
Tyson K. Yamashita

HEALTH CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Associate in Science, Medical Assisting
Shandree Liana Armshead
Jennifer S. Au Hoy
Jason Vistacion Ballesteros
Shayne Anne Buayt
Jowenalyn Fernando Cadiz
Elsia JKB Collado
Jennie Ann S. Domingo
Caissyley Lumanoscc Lloren
Abi Llerena Roxas
Jhakira Emiko Salvador  
Associate in Science, Medical Assisting  
(continued)  
Lauren A.N. Silva  
Olivia Ann Lokelani Tani*  
Chanelle Brie Vendiola  
John Marvin F. Ventura  

Certificate of Achievement, Medical Assisting  
Tiffany Louise Howard Arapari  
Shandree Liana Armasdith  
Shane Anne Bayat  
Jowenaly Fernandez Cadiz  
Alanya E.M. Cantillo  
Jennie Ann S. Domingo  
Kawena Noeeck Kasashima  
Caislyny Lumansorc Lloren  
Kristy Lynn Miyazu  
Abi Llerena Roxas  
Jhakira Emiko Ebalaroza Salvador  
Lauren A.N. Silva  
Sharon Rona G. Tengasantos  
Chanelle Brie Vendiola  
John Marvin F. Ventura  

Associate in Science, Medical Laboratory Technician  
Marc Basanes  
Andrea Marianne Flordeliza Cadelina  
Alan Patrick Daguuio Castillo  
Kevin Kamiya  
Chloe S. Kim  
Wang Nga Laura Lio  
Jennifer Wai Ling Lun  
Donna Lee March  
Tarnwisut Muangkieng  
Mri Taeko Okahara  
Yosapon Tangpithongkull  
Jenelyn Mateo Tuliao  
Chad Isuuki Yamamoto  

Associate in Science, Occupational Therapy Assistant  
Brandi Ackerman  
Raquel Denise Algono  
Chastine Joy Dela Cruz Baot  
Rodney B. Baptista  
Jarrett Belaras  
Rebecca C. Braun*  
Veron Albert Charles III  
Carmen K. Ching  
Yvette S. Corpuz  
Brian Bernice Kayla Dacoscos  
Jennifer Diane Davis*  
Harrison Dui  
Derick M. Fajardo  
Lauren Heather Gomez*  
Masako Imanishi*  
Cheryll Sajo Macaraeg  
Sean Kekoa McGirr  
Tracee M. Miyake  
Kevin Jan Nacino Quitoriano  
Jennifer Yuri Lynn Renasia  
Chelsey Kanoelani Tokuda  
Donna Vicencio  
Associate in Science, Occupational Therapy Assistant  
(continued)  
Chi Kuen Wong  
Jennifer A. Zaryske  

Certificate of Competence, Occupational Therapy Assistant- Activity Aide  
Cassidy Kealohilani Bayot  
Andrea Jean S Benavente  
Jeffrey Drew Brown  
Liana Kimi Funai  
Francisco Javier Grijalva  
Kelsey Taylor Hirokawa  
Mia Karina Pascual Jose  
Jeremy Brant Naiokunakanu Kamakaula  
Joy Ah-Lan Lee  
Jorge Medina  
Emily Wynn Parker  
Marian Castillo Ramirez  
Sarah Mariko Shaw  
Vanessa Victoria Labiste Villa  
Millicent Jane Wright  
I Hua Chen  
Kari Kay Livancic  

Associate in Science, Physical Therapist Assistant  
Jacob W. Atterton*  
Aaron Casey C. Baluran*  
Katherine Bojarski  
Christian Matsutaro Cadawas-Tanicala  
Raynani Marie Leimana Camara  
Blayse Kalama Chun  
Kellie L. Cummings*  
Maili Lehua Koleka Enos-Branigan  
Sharlene K. Espinosa*  
Jeralyn Kiru Gates  
Kyle Masahiro Imai Goya  
Katrin Hanson*  
Elizabeth Cinta Hirschi*  
Laura J. Hughes*  
Jodi M. Ikeharaka*  
Leslie Aurellano Juliano  
Tiffany W.J. Kugiya*  
Sean J. Kuttner  
Alana I. Martinez  
Reilly M.C. McCall  
Kimberly Teruko Okaneku*  
Nichole Lee Meyer Sappe*  
Diana Jhamae L. Simon  
Sierra Cecilia Terlaje*  
Jorge Luis Torres  
Kayla Kristin Vale*  
Jeremy Young*  

Certificate of Achievement, Dental Assisting  
Raena P. Cabacungan  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Chantill Christine Supe  

Certificate of Competence, Dental Assisting  
Raena Puducay Cabacungan  
Cindy Ann Friesz  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Misato Matsuoka  
Alexandria Mahealani Rodrigues  
Ashley Malta Satoko Sugai  
Eri Tanaka  
Necar E Tomas  

Matthew William Dang  
Associate in Science, Radiologic Technology  
(continued)  
Julie Ann de Vera  
Brandon Hino Domingo  
Alexander Charles English*  
Stephanie J.P.A. Higa*  
Dong Hyun Kim*  
Connor Lyman Lambert  
Joshua Aradanay Lim  
Melissa Mae Mattos  
Kay A. Nguyen  
Dallas Ellision Niyama*  
Lauren Mayumi Nouchi  
Ashlyn Tomoko Oshiro*  
Jennifer Mascarinas Reyes  
Cheyna K.C. Tallant  
Mia Kanoe Tanimoto  
Raquei K. Upchurch*  
Gerhart Kuhio Atmospera Walch  
Brantly B. Yakabe  

Associate in Science, Respiratory Care  
Ivan Zimbres Barbosa  
Christian Tumaneng Cadelina  
Tyson Nicholas Cagasan  
Kelsey L. Canto  
Fu Hua Chu  
Tahnee Leinaniokala Dudoit  
Scott Kelii Fisher  
Elizabeth G. Fox  
Kazushi Haruyama*  
Terence Kin Yum Ho  
Brian J.K. Kaopuiki*  
Johnny Makoto Kayano*  
Tracie A. Lee  
Christina Rumiko Lewis  
Mollye Lewis  
Mykah J. Luga  
Leighthann Wai Sing Luna  
Reyn Lee Masao Matsumoto  
Simone Nakano May  
Keith Tadami Nakamoto*  
Christina Shien Okimoto  
Jordan Nainoa Ono  
Ulysses Cabael Trono  
Marzie Argel Valdez  
Ariel Rynanne Navares  

Certificate of Achievement, Dental Assisting  
Raena P. Cabacungan  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Chantill Christine Supe  

Certificate of Competence, Dental Assisting  
Raena Puducay Cabacungan  
Cindy Ann Friesz  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Misato Matsuoka  
Alexandria Mahealani Rodrigues  
Ashley Malta Satoko Sugai  
Eri Tanaka  
Necar E Tomas  

Matthew William Dang  
Associate in Science, Radiologic Technology  
(continued)  
Julie Ann de Vera  
Brandon Hino Domingo  
Alexander Charles English*  
Stephanie J.P.A. Higa*  
Dong Hyun Kim*  
Connor Lyman Lambert  
Joshua Aradanay Lim  
Melissa Mae Mattos  
Kay A. Nguyen  
Dallas Ellision Niyama*  
Lauren Mayumi Nouchi  
Ashlyn Tomoko Oshiro*  
Jennifer Mascarinas Reyes  
Cheyna K.C. Tallant  
Mia Kanoe Tanimoto  
Raquei K. Upchurch*  
Gerhart Kuhio Atmospera Walch  
Brantly B. Yakabe  

Associate in Science, Respiratory Care  
Ivan Zimbres Barbosa  
Christian Tumaneng Cadelina  
Tyson Nicholas Cagasan  
Kelsey L. Canto  
Fu Hua Chu  
Tahnee Leinaniokala Dudoit  
Scott Kelii Fisher  
Elizabeth G. Fox  
Kazushi Haruyama*  
Terence Kin Yum Ho  
Brian J.K. Kaopuiki*  
Johnny Makoto Kayano*  
Tracie A. Lee  
Christina Rumiko Lewis  
Mollye Lewis  
Mykah J. Luga  
Leighthann Wai Sing Luna  
Reyn Lee Masao Matsumoto  
Simone Nakano May  
Keith Tadami Nakamoto*  
Christina Shien Okimoto  
Jordan Nainoa Ono  
Ulysses Cabael Trono  
Marzie Argel Valdez  
Ariel Rynanne Navares  

Certificate of Achievement, Dental Assisting  
Raena P. Cabacungan  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Chantill Christine Supe  

Certificate of Competence, Dental Assisting  
Raena Puducay Cabacungan  
Cindy Ann Friesz  
Rachel Jane Jones  
Misato Matsuoka  
Alexandria Mahealani Rodrigues  
Ashley Malta Satoko Sugai  
Eri Tanaka  
Necar E Tomas
NURSING PROGRAMS

Associate in Science, Nursing
Ashli-Danielle Keoho K. Abreu
Supattra Allen*
Veronica Maria Alvarex
Daryl Palado Apostol
Krystle Mac Agas Barroga
Michael Makanaokeakoa Belcher
Shawna-Marie K. Boswell
Emma Marie Broussard
Myra Acoba Cabus
Susan Bringas Castillejos
Cibyl Chan
Elizabeth D.K. Chang-Saito
Lisa Ngui Buck Chee
Brianne Chinen
Christina Lee Chow
Eriu Harue Chun
Jaysha U'ilani Fernandez
Wynne Leilani Galway-Severston
Melanie Tsyukko Goo*
Sun Young Helmer*
Jaclyn Anita Aiko Hirohama
Mayu Kuwabara Hoang
Reid T. Kaneko
Grace Kim
Susan Lee Kim
Stacey Ann Chanel Lacsina
Sonja Bautista Lipka
Chevelle B. Lopes
Ara Melinda Gonzales Manalang
Michelle L. Marks
Philippe Martin
Julie A. Mayo
Corey N. Mirafuentes
Chelsey S.K. Miyake*
Kelsey Ami Nguyen
Kristen Nui-Jensen*
Clarissa K. Pak*
Carissa Pekelo-Delgado
Omar Perez-Sandoval
Michelle Renee Popak
Kristie Leinani-Hoe Putnam*
Yvonne Tabula Quidilla
Riki James S. Sakihara*
Alvin J. Santiago
Sheryl Chinnan Sato
Kristin Elizabeth Schmitt
Young David Schoen
Amy E. Seiter*
Asherly Kui'uleinani Silva
Sophia Pamela A. Soriano-Castillo
Amber Kiyomi Suzuki*
Izumi Suzuki
Kate Takahashi
Melvin E. Toledo, Jr.
Nicole Michi Mijo Tomatani
Sandy T. Van
Shana D. Vazquez
Raymond Vincent C. Velasco*
Jennifer Lynn Williams
Natalie Anne Wong*
Zachary Yamashita
Sayuri Yoshimura

Certificate of Competence, Achievement, Practical Nursing
Shannon Akemi Ah Yat
Kristina Mitsuko Boltz
Brooke E. Bush
Gabriel D.M. De Peralta
Maricor Guittap Dela Cruz
Marivic Joy P Domingo
Charmagne S. Duque
Joyce B. Esteban
Heaven Lee Mariano Fines
Toni A. Floerke
Benjamin E. Gomez
Bhrintney H. Ho
Natalie N.J. Hotta
Kimiko Ichikawa
Tiffany Nicole Jackson
Adina Marie Kim
Nalani Yokiko Kim
Rebecca O. Lehmann
Carissa Emi Miyahira
Janice D. Pagdilao
Chelse-Nicole Ka'iliike Poligratis
Chery Ch'Nita Leimomi Robb-Seno
Nadialyn Ancho Rosa
Jeanie K. S. Royos
Hana Kristen Scully
Timothy Scott Thomas
Kristofer K. Thuener
Christine Kahealani Kimiko Tolentino

Certificate of Competence, Adult Care Home Operator
Genna Kimiko Leimomi Alone
Julie Cho
Selli Cito-Rodrigues
Robin Lee Denton
Christine Tamayo Domingo
Tammy Lynn Eller
Jean Ann Esteban
Francine Lokelani Flynn
Susan K Halvorsen
Ying Fang Lai
Estrella L Murao
Gregory Sidney Rabanes
Virginia Quilates Smith
Liliana Ramirez Urquizo
Kevyn Sasaki
Brent Shizuho Shigano
Todd Elliot Shumway
Julia Margarita Sigsby
Marilyn Lao Sisowath
Judith Ann Smith-Kauhane
Kazuyo Watabe Tsuneoka
Charmaine Marisse Labaya Villejo
Chelsea Hope Witner
Sharmaine Heahloha Yacavone
Jaime Keiko Yamashita

Certificate of Competence, Community Health Worker
Iris Kaiuwallani Lau

LIFE LONG LEARNING PROGRAMS

Certificate of Competence, Massage Therapy
Cody Char
Kyle Kaiser
Michael Krouse
Alfre Luavasa
Oleksandr Povazhnyak
Lorraine Rasmussen
James Ribellia

Certificate of Competence, Pharmacy Technician
Alyssa Anduha
Sarah Beard
Shanelle Noelani Cateil
Noella Coleman
Kyle Fukuya
April Garo
Korie Higa
Saranya Hoopai
Lorna- Leigh Kaneshiro
Christopher Kok
Alex Pongyah
Sherilyn Suzuki
Faith Terziec

Certificate of Competence, Phlebotomy
Rie Barnhart
Sharon Cabrera
Nguyen Chao
Jocelyn Chiu
Julie Johannes
Mary Maloney
Naomi McCrae-Terry
Vaishali Mehta
Aurelia Paici
Amanda Porter
Melanie Royer
Daniel Whalen
Mahalo and Special Recognition

Commencement Planning Committee
Colette Andrade-Fujii
Merrissa Brechtel
Brandon Chun
Jodee Dang
Mae Dorado
Adam Fimby
Sharon Fowler
Kalani Fujiwara
Mona Fung
Wynter Galway-Severtson
Alfred Gonzales
Rona Kekauoha
Thomas Keopuhiwa
Sheila Kitamura
Lisa Kobuke
Lori Machara
Nāwāʻa Napoleon
Louise Pagotto
Shannon Sakamoto
Kawehi Sellers
Shaun St. Vincent
Renee Wall
Joanne Whitaker
Lisa Wong
Louise Yamamoto

Special mahalo to our wonderful Business Office

Special Mahalo to the Hawaii Convention Center
Lois Asato, Sales Manager
Mia Youth, Catering Sales Coordinator
Aaron Ichiki, Senior Event Manager
Sharla Mack, Sales Coordinator

Special Mahalo to our AV and Sound Vendors
Heath Lopez, Projection Hawaii
John Shenck, Custom Audio Hawaii
Mike Browning, Pacific Direct Connect

Commencement Name Readers
Collete Higgens
Nawaa Napoleon
Veronica Ogata
Charles Sasaki

Commencement Program Design and Printing
Kapi‘olani Community College Print Shop

Faculty Marshals
Ana Bravo
Brandon Chun
Thomas No'eau Keopuhiwa
Mark Kunimune
Dr. Jaclyn Lindo
Shannon Sakamoto

Emergency Medical Support
Straub Clinic and Hospital - Convention Center team

Entertainment

Helena Bohannan
Live Webstream of Ceremony
Edouard Quinto, Digital Systems Specialist
Joy Shirokane
and CELT team

Native Hawaiian Council of Kapi‘olani Community College

Photography
Picture Man of Hawai‘i
Melissa Lum

Faculty Participating in Processional
Laure Burke
Hal Corcoran
Jessica Delgado
Evans Dave
Lori Ferreira
Katrina Ghazanfar
Doug Hartman
Carl Hefner
Colette Higgins
Susan Jaworowski
Tiffany Kawaguchi
Sheila Kitamura
Wendy Kuntz
Sunyeen Pai

Special Guests
Representative Calvin K.Y. Say
Representative Bert Kobayashi

University of Hawaii Board of Regent
Representatives
Regent Lee Putnam
Regent Simeon Acoba

University of Hawaii Vice President for Research and Innovation, Vassilis Syrmos

Visiting guest from Korea Tourism College
President Yong-Kun Chong

And a BIG mahalo to our wonderful volunteers!

Patricia Alvarez
Austin Anderson
Colette Andrade-Fujii
Martina Bingham
Kelli Brandvold
Merrissa Brechtel
Jennifer Brinhurst
Brian Cassity
Toni Choy
Brandon Chun
Amy Cook
Anne Craig
Jessica Delgado
Gail Doi
Mae Dorado
Rosalie Fernandez
Special Mahalo to the student volunteers from Phi Theta Kappa

Special Mahalo to our sign language interpreters:
- DeWayne Berg
- Carie Sarver
- Laura Safranski
- Michele Morris

Volunteers (continued)

Lori Ferreira
Adam Fimby
Sharon Fowler
Sheryl Fuchino-Nishida
Porscha dela Fuente
Lynn Fujikawa
Kalani Fujiwara
Katrina Ghazanfar
Alfred Gonzales
Lynn Hamada
Krista Hiser
Frances Hokama
Brenda Ivelisse
Melvin Jadulang
Robert Johnson
Lisa Kanoe
Yoneko Kanaoka
Tiffany Kawaguchi
Rona Keauha
Thomas No'eau Keopuhiwa
Sheila Kitamura
Lisa Kobuke
Aaron Koseki
Jaclyn Lindo
Melissa Lum
Lori Maehara
Wesly Maekawa
Elaina Malm
Nora Matsubara
Ross Mike
Maiana Minahal
Michaelyn Nakoa
Nawaa Napoleon
Patricia O'Bryen
Joy Oehlers
Louise Pagotto
Trude Pang
Lori Sakaguchi
Shannon Sakamoto
LaVache Scanlan
Kawehi Sellers
Shaun St. Vincent
Kimberly Suwa
Angie Tamayoshi
Sheldon Tawata
Anna (Annie) Thomas
Joyce Tokuda
Mary Ann Vasaturo
Susan Weber
Cathy Wehrman
Lisa Wong
Shawn Yacavone
Louise Yamamoto
Chad Yasuda
Dawn Zoni
Damian Zukeran
Pohākea nā kupu mai ke ahi ē
Kani ka pahu o Māui Kāneloa Papa`ena`ena ē
Ku palaha ko Kahaloa kūlou i ka ʻōlauniu
Kau mehameha māunuunu makawalu ē
Ma ka nu`u ka maluhia o ke kumupa`a
Ne`epapa kuilei i ka uka o Pi`olani ē

The spirit from the fire has burst forth
The drum of Māui Kāneloa and Papa`ena`ena ē resound
The ʻōlauniu winds of Kahaloa beckon to Ku palaha
And the thousandfold winds awaiti
Peacefulness is established at the summit
Together we walk inland to Pi`olani ē